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Abstract
The joint density for a particular trivariate chi-squared distribution given by the diagonal elements of
a complex Wishart matrix is derived. This distribution has applications in the processing of multilook
synthetic aperture radar data. The expression for the density is in the form of an inﬁnite series that
converges rapidly and is simple and fast to compute. The expression is shown to reduce to known
forms for a number of special cases and is validated by simulation. The characteristic function is also
derived and used to relate joint moments of the trivariate distribution to the parameters of the density
function.
© 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let W˜j = [X˜j , Y˜j , Z˜j ]T be the jth sample from a three-dimensional complex zero-
mean circular Gaussian random process where j = 1, 2, . . . , n and the W˜j are mutually
independent and identically distributed. If the covariance matrix for each W˜j is R, then
S = ∑nj=1 W˜jW˜Hj has a complex Wishart distribution denoted by CW3(n,R) where (·)H
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refers to the Hermitian transpose. The diagonal elements of S deﬁned by
diag(S) =
⎛
⎝ n∑
j=1
|X˜j |2,
n∑
j=1
|Y˜j |2,
n∑
j=1
|Z˜j |2
⎞
⎠ = (IX, IY , IZ)
have chi-squared (2) distributions with 2n degrees of freedom and a correlation structure
induced by R. In this paper we derive the joint density function of (IX, IY , IZ) which is a
type of trivariate 2 variable derived from the complex Wishart.
Our motivation for studying this particular multivariate 2 distribution stems from its
relationship to signal processing in synthetic aperture radar (SAR) applications. SAR images
are formed by transmitting a radar signal and measuring the backscattered signal from
the ground surface [2]. Polarized SAR antennas in reciprocal systems [2] measure the
received signal in three polarizations. The SAR signal is therefore three-dimensional. If
the wavelength of the radar signal is small relative to the features or roughness present in
one ground resolution cell, the complex backscatter has the statistics of a complex zero-
mean circular Gaussian distribution. This results from summing many random scatterers
in one resolution cell. The Gaussian model is valid for most natural scenes [15]. The three
polarization data measured by a reciprocal SAR system can therefore be modeled as a three-
dimensional complex zero-mean circular Gaussian distribution, i.e. W˜j . It is well known
that SAR imaging is plagued by multiplicative noise (commonly called speckle noise [4]).
To counter the effects of this noise an averaging of the spatial frequency domain data
known as multilook processing is performed [2]. The multilook processing corresponds to
averaging n samples of W˜jW˜Hj and the resulting variable has the form of a complexWishart
distribution, i.e. S [5,16,14].
Note that our notation matches the application with the trivariate 2 variable denoted
(IX, IY , IZ) for the intensities of the received signal in the three polarizations. We also
denote the “amplitudes” of the signal (square roots of the intensities) as AX = √IX,
AY = √IY , AZ = √IZ .
An expression for the intensity statistics of a polarimetric SAR system is required for
various kinds of SAR data processing such as maximum likelihood (ML) or maximum a
posteriori (MAP) image estimation [8]. Such processing is essential for image analysis of
remotely sensed data such as speckle noise ﬁltering, image segmentation and classiﬁcation
[12,19,16,13]. A SAR imaging satellite planned for launch in late 2003 (RADARSAT-2)
will, in one imaging mode, provide the averaged intensity values of the three polarizations
rather than the full complex covariancematrix, thereby saving bandwidth in the data transfer
[21]. Hence there is a need for the trivariate distribution rather than the well-known complex
Wishart.
The general area of multivariate 2 distributions has been well studied. A useful
compendium of results is in [9]. The joint distribution of the diagonal elements of a real
Wishart matrix has been investigated by several authors [7,10,11,17,18,20]. This distribu-
tion, usually calledmultivariate 2, is also studied under the nameof “GeneralizedRayleigh”
[17,18]. The characteristic function is straightforward [11] but the density is more compli-
cated. An expansion for the density in terms of Laguerre polynomials is given in [11], later
work on expansions appearing in [20]. A general form for the density is also given in [7],
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although the result is awkward for numerical work. Expansions for the density in terms of
Bessel functions are given for the univariate, bivariate and trivariate cases by Miller et al.
in [18]. Although seemingly complex, these expressions are straightforward for numerical
work and the expansions converge rapidly. For this reason, we follow a similar approach
in this paper and apply it to the complex Wishart case. Extending results from the real
to complex case is not trivial here since the complex case involves a different correlation
structure to that assumed in [18].
To calculate the PDF we write the three-dimensional zero-mean complex circular
Gaussian PDF as a six-dimensional zero-mean real Gaussian PDF (splitting the complex
terms into real and imaginary parts) with a covariancematrix reﬂecting the complex circular
Gaussian properties. Integrating this PDF over three 2n-dimensional spheres of constant
radii, we obtain the joint PDF for (AX,AY ,AZ) which is straightforwardly transformed
into the desired trivariate 2 PDF. To evaluate the integrals we use, wherever possible,
corresponding results from [18] for the real Wishart case.
In Section 2 we derive the joint density of the trivariate 2 distribution. In Section 3 we
show that our result reproduces previous results for three special cases. In Section 4 we
calculate the characteristic function which is a simple extension of the well-known result
in the real case, and show that inversion of the characteristic function gives an alternative
expression for the joint PDF in the form of a single integral. Furthermore, the characteristic
function allows us to parameterize the distribution in a useful way, relating the parameters
to the vector (IX, IY , IZ) rather than the underlyingWishart. Section 5 provides simulations
showing the validity of the theoretical result and in Section 6 we summarize our results.
2. Derivation of the joint density
Consider the n samples W˜j = [X˜j , Y˜j , Z˜j ]T as deﬁned above. Let X˜j = XRj + iXIj
and similarly for Y˜j and Z˜j . The corresponding vector of sample scalars is denoted by
Wj = [XRj , XIj , YRj , YIj , ZRj , ZIj ]T where ·T denotes transposition. The covariance
matrix C = E[Wj WTj ] takes the form [5]
C=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
2X 0 cXYA −cXYC cXZA −cXZC
0 2X cXYC cXYA cXZC cXZA
cXYA cXYC 2Y 0 cYZA −cYZC−cXYC cXYA 0 2Y cYZC cYZA
cXZA cXZC cYZA cYZC 2Z 0−cXZC cXZA −cYZC cYZA 0 2Z
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (1)
where the subscript “A” indicates “auto” and “C” indicates “cross” with respect to the real
and imaginary parts. The covariance matrix R for the complex variables X˜j , Y˜j and Z˜j is
R = 2
⎡
⎣ 2X cXYA + i cXYC cXZA + i cXZCcXYA − i cXYC 2Y cYZA + i cYZC
cXZA − i cXZC cYZA − i cYZC 2Z
⎤
⎦. (2)
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The inverse of C is
C−1 =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
a1 0 a2 a3 c2 c3
0 a1 −a3 a2 −c3 c2
a2 −a3 b1 0 b2 b3
a3 a2 0 b1 −b3 b2
c2 −c3 b2 −b3 c1 0
c3 c2 b3 b2 0 c1
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (3)
where
a1 = (c2YZA + c2YZC − 2Y2Z)/ |C|1/2 ,
a2 = (2ZcXYA − cXZAcYZA − cXZCcYZC)/ |C|1/2 ,
a3 = (cXZCcYZA − cXZAcYZC − 2ZcXYC)/ |C|1/2 ,
b1 = (c2XZA + c2XZC − 2X2Z)/ |C|1/2 ,
b2 = (2XcYZA − cXYAcXZA − cXYCcXZC)/ |C|1/2 ,
b3 = (cXYAcXZC − cXYCcXZA − 2XcYZC)/ |C|1/2 ,
c1 = (c2XYA + c2XYC − 2X2Y )/ |C|1/2 ,
c2 = (2Y cXZA − cXYAcYZA + cXYCcYZC)/ |C|1/2 ,
c3 = (cXYAcYZC + cXYCcYZA − 2Y cXZC)/ |C|1/2 .
(4)
The determinant of C, |C|, is given by
|C| = [2X(c2YZA + c2YZC) + 2Y (c2XZA + c2XZC)
+ 2Z(c2XYA + c2XYC) − 2X2Y2Z − 2T ]2, (5)
where
T = cXYAcXZAcYZA + cXYAcXZCcYZC + cXYCcXZCcYZA − cXYCcXZAcYZC. (6)
It is convenient to deﬁne d1 > 0, d2 > 0, d3 > 0 and d4 by
d21 = a22 + a23,
d22 = b22 + b23,
d23 = c22 + c23,
d4 = (a2c2 + a3c3)b2 + (a2c3 − a3c2)b3.
(7)
The joint PDF for Wj is
P(Wj ) = [(2)6 |C|]−1/2 exp (− 12WTj C−1Wj ). (8)
We deﬁne the vectors
X = [XR1, XI1, XR2, XI2, . . . , XRn,XIn]T ,
Y = [YR1, YI1, YR2, YI2, . . . , YRn, YIn]T ,
Z = [ZR1, ZI1, ZR2, ZI2, . . . , ZRn, ZIn]T .
(9)
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The diagonal elements of the Wishart matrix are given by
IX = A2X =
n∑
j
(X2Rj + X2Ij ) = |X|2 ,
IY = A2Y =
n∑
j
(Y 2Rj + Y 2Ij ) = |Y|2 ,
IZ = A2Z =
n∑
j
(Z2Rj + Z2Ij ) = |Z|2 .
(10)
It is convenient to approach the distribution of (IX, IY , IZ) via the joint density of AX, AY
and AZ which is expressed in [18] as
P(AX,AY ,AZ) = [(2)6 |C|]−n/2
∫
|Z|=AZ
∫
|Y|=AY
∫
|X|=AX
×exp
⎛
⎝− 12
n∑
j=1
WTj C−1Wj
⎞
⎠dX dY dZ, (11)
where
∫
|Z|=A denotes integration over the surface of a 2n-dimensional sphere of radius A.
The inner integral is evaluated to give (Appendix A)
P(AX,AY ,AZ) = [(2)6 |C|]−n/2(2AX)n
×exp (− 12 (a1A2X + b1A2Y + c1A2Z))
×
∫
|Z|=AZ
∫
|Y|=AY
exp ((−b2Z − b3Z+) · Y)
×|V|−n+1 In−1(|V|AX) dY dZ, (12)
where In(·) denotes the modiﬁed Bessel function of order n, and Z+ and V are given by
Z+ = [ZI1,−ZR1, . . . , ZIn,−ZRn]T ,
V = −a2Y − a3Y+ − c2Z − c3Z+, (13)
where
Y+ = [YI1,−YR1, . . . , YIn,−YRn]T .
2.1. The case n > 1
For the case n > 1, the integral over Y in (12) can be evaluated (Appendix B) to give
P(AX,AY ,AZ) = [(2)6 |C|]−n/2(2AX)n
×exp (− 12 (a1A2X + b1A2Y + c1A2Z))
×
∫
|Z|=AZ
AY (2)n2n−1(n − 1)
(d1d2d3)n−1An−1X A
2n−2
Z
×
∞∑
k=n−1
k(−1)k−n+1Cn−1k−n+1(cos )
× Ik(d1AXAY )Ik(d2AYAZ)Ik(d3AXAZ) dZ, (14)
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where Cn−1k−n+1(cos ) is the Gegenbauer function (or Ultraspherical polynomial, see [1, p.
774]) and
cos  = d4/(d1d2d3). (15)
The integral over Z in (14) is independent of Z, and using ∫ |Z|=A 1 dZ = 2nA2n−1/(n)
gives
P(AX,AY ,AZ) = exp (−
1
2 (a1A
2
X + b1A2Y + c1A2Z))AXAYAZ
(n − 1) |C|n/2 (d1d2d3)n−1
×
∞∑
k=n−1
k (−1)k−n+1Cn−1k−n+1(cos )
× Ik(d1AXAY )Ik(d2AYAZ)Ik(d3AXAZ). (16)
The joint density for (IX, IY , IZ) is then computed by standard transformation formulae
and is given by
P(IX, IY , IZ) = exp (−
1
2 (a1IX + b1IY + c1IZ))
8(n − 1) |C|n/2 (d1d2d3)n−1
×
∞∑
k=n−1
k(−1)k−n+1Cn−1k−n+1(cos )
× Ik
(
d1
√
IXIY
)
Ik
(
d2
√
IY IZ
)
Ik
(
d3
√
IXIZ
)
. (17)
2.2. The case n = 1
The derivation of (14) is not valid for the case n = 1 since it implicitly assumes there
are three dimensions available for a certain transformation in 2 × n-dimensional space
(Appendix B). The integral over Y in (12) is evaluated in this case in Appendix C, to give
P(AX,AY ,AZ) = [(2)6 |C|]−n/2(2AX)n
×exp (− 12 (a1A2X + b1A2Y + c1A2Z))
×
∫
|Z|=AZ
2AY [I0(d1AXAY )I0(d2AYAZ)I0(d3AXAZ)
+2
∞∑
k=1
cos (k)Ik(d1AXAY )Ik(d2AYAZ)Ik(d3AXAZ)] dZ. (18)
The integral in (18) is independent of Z and is calculated as in the evaluation of (16). The
joint density for the case n = 1 is then
P(IX, IY , IZ) = exp (−
1
2 (a1IX + b1IY + c1IZ))
8 |C|1/2
×
[
I0
(
d1
√
IXIY
)
I0
(
d2
√
IY IZ
)
I0
(
d3
√
IXIZ
)
+2
∞∑
k=1
cos (k)Ik
(
d1
√
IXIY
)
Ik
(
d2
√
IY IZ
)
Ik
(
d3
√
IXIZ
)]
. (19)
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3. Special cases of the joint density
We show here that the joint density reduces to the correct forms for three special cases.
3.1. The uncorrelated case
Consider X˜j , Y˜j and Z˜j mutually uncorrelated. The covariancematrixC is then diagonal,
as is C−1, and the diagonal elements of C−1 are a1 = 1/2X, b1 = 1/2Y and c1 = 1/2Z .
These values cannot be substituted directly into (17). However, using the power series
expansion for Ik(x) [1, p. 375] shows that
lim
a→0
Ik(ax)
an−1
=
{
(x/2)n−1/(n − 1)!, k = n − 1,
0, k > n − 1. (20)
All terms except for k = n−1 therefore vanish in the sum in (17). Noting thatCn−10 (cos ) =
1 for all  and |C| = 4X4Y4Z , (17) reduces to
P(IX, IY , IZ) =
∏
l∈{X, Y, Z}
In−1l
2nl (n) 2n
exp
(
− Il
22l
)
. (21)
The density is then the product of three 2 densities as expected.
3.2. The two-dimensional case
Removing the correlations between X˜j and Z˜j and between Y˜j and Z˜j , we obtain a
two-dimensional correlated distribution (in IX and IY ) and an independent distribution in
IZ . In this case cXZA = cXZC = cYZA = cYZC = 0 so that b2 = b3 = c2 = c3 = 0. As in
the previous subsection, all terms in (17) except for k = n − 1 vanish, and (17) reduces to
P(IX, IY , IZ) = exp (−
1
2 (a1IX + b1IY + c1IZ))
((n − 1)!)222n+1dn−11 |C|n/2
×
(
IZ
√
IXIY
)n−1
In−1
(
d1
√
IXIY
)
. (22)
Eq. (22) is clearly a product P(IX, IY )P(IZ), i.e.
P(IX, IY , IZ) = P(IX, IY )P(IZ)
=
[
(IXIY )
(n−1)/2 exp (− 12 (a1IX + b1IY ))In−1
(
d1
√
IXIY
)
(n)2n+1dn−11 (2X2Y − c2XYA − c2XYC)n
]
×
[
In−1Z exp (− 12c1IZ)
(n)2n2nZ
]
. (23)
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Using (4) gives, in this case,
a1 = 2Y /(2X2Y − c2XYA − c2XYC),
b1 = 2X/(2X2Y − c2XYA − c2XYC),
c1 = 1/2Z,
d21 = (c2XYA + c2XYC)/(2X2Y − c2XYA − c2XYC)2,|C| = 4Z(2X2Y − c2XYA − c2XYC)2,
(24)
so that
P(IZ) = 1
2nZ (n)2n
exp
(
− IZ
22Z
)
In−1Z (25)
and
P(IX, IY ) =
exp
(
− 
2
Y IX + 2XIY
2(2X
2
Y − c2XYA − c2XYC)
)
(IXIY )
(n−1)/2
(2X
2
Y − c2XYA − c2XYC)(n)2n+1(c2XYA + c2XYC)(n−1)/2
× In−1
⎛
⎜⎝
√
c2XYA + c2XYC
√
IXIY
2X
2
Y − c2XYA − c2XYC
⎞
⎟⎠ . (26)
As expected IZ has an independent 2 density. The joint density for (IX, IY ) also agrees
with known results as shown below.
The correlation coefﬁcient c between the complex variables X˜j and Y˜j is given by∣∣c∣∣2 = (c2XYA + c2XYC)/(2X2Y ). Next we deﬁne the averaged diagonal elements in S as
R1 = IX/n and R2 = IY /n. Substituting c into (26) and transforming from IX and IY to
R1 and R2 gives
P(R1, R2) =
exp
(
−nR1/C11 + R2/C22
1 − ∣∣c∣∣2
)
n(n+1)(R1R2)(n−1)/2
(1 − ∣∣c∣∣2)(n)|c|(n−1)(C11C22)(n+1)/2
× In−1
(
2n
∣∣c∣∣
1 − ∣∣c∣∣2
√
R1R2
C11C22
)
(27)
with C11 = 22X and C22 = 22Y . Eq. (27) corresponds to the two-dimensional case and is
equivalent to the results given in [14,3].
3.3. The real Wishart case
The joint density for the diagonal elements of a real Wishart matrix, (W3(N,)), has
been derived in [18]. This case can be made equivalent to ours by replacing N by n = N/2,
treating the imaginary parts as real variables, and removing the correlations between the
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real and imaginary parts. This gives cXYC = cXZC = cYZC = 0 so that a3 = b3 = c3 = 0
and cos  = 1. Noting that
Cn−1k−n+1(1) =
(
n + k − 2
2n − 3
)
, (28)
(16) reduces to
P(AX,AY ,AZ) = exp (−
1
2 (a1A
2
X + b1A2Y + c1A2Z))AXAYAZ
(n − 1) |C|n/2 (a2b2c2)n−1
×
∞∑
k=n−1
k(−1)k−n+1
(
n + k − 2
2n − 3
)
× Ik(a2AXAY )Ik(b2AYAZ)Ik(c2AXAZ). (29)
Making the substitutions N = 2n, |M|2 = |C|, M12 = a2 |M|, M23 = b2 |M| and M31 =
c2 |M| shows that (29) is identical to Eq. 1.10 of [18].
4. The characteristic function
An alternative route to calculating the joint density or moments is via the characteristic
function. We pursue this approach here and obtain the characteristic function and an alter-
native form of the joint density. The results are also useful in parameterizing the distribution
as shown later.
Our starting point is the result in [11] for the characteristic function for the real case. A
straightforward extension of their result to the complex case shows that the characteristic
function is given by
(t1, t2, t3) = E[exp (i(t1IX + t2IY + t3IZ))],
= |I − i R diag(t1, t2, t3)|−n , (30)
where I is the 3 × 3 identity matrix, R the complex covariance matrix deﬁned in (2) and
diag(·) denotes the diagonal matrix with diagonal entries speciﬁed by (·). Using (2) and
expanding the right hand side of (30) gives
(t1, t2, t3) = [1 − 2i2Xt1 − 2i2Y t2 − 2i2Zt3
+4(c2XYA + c2XYC − 2X2Y )t1t2 + 4(c2XZA + c2XZC − 2X2Z)t1t3
+4(c2YZA + c2YZC − 2Y2Z)t2t3 + 8i(2X2Y2Z + 2T
−(c2XYA + c2XYC)2Z − (c2XZA + c2XZC)2Y
−(c2YZA + c2YZC)2X)t1t2t3]−n, (31)
where T is deﬁned in (6).
The joint density is given by
P(IX, IY , IZ) = 1
(2)3
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
exp (−i(t1IX + t2IY + t3IZ))
×(t1, t2, t3) dt1 dt2 dt3. (32)
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The characteristic function is of the form (t1, t2, t3) = (+ 	t1)−n, where
 = a + bt2,
	 = c + dt2, (33)
and the following parameters depend only on t3:
a = 1 − 2i2Zt3,
b = −2i2Y + 4(c2YZA + c2YZC − 2Y2Z)t3,
c = −2i2X + 4(c2XZA + c2XZC − 2X2Z)t3,
d = 4(c2XYA + c2XYC − 2X2Y )
+ 8i(2X2Y2Z + 2T − (c2XYA + c2XYC)2Z
− (c2XZA + c2XZC)2Y − (c2YZA + c2YZC)2X)t3. (34)
Using the closed form expression for
∫∞
−∞ e
−it1IX ( + 	t1)−n dt1 [6, p. 365], (see also
Appendix E) allows the t1 integral in (32) to be evaluated, giving
P(IX, IY , IZ) = −i42
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ ∞
−∞
(−iIX)n−1
(n − 1)!(c + dt2)n
×exp
(
i
(
(a + bt2)IX
c + dt2 − t2IY − t3IZ
))
dt2 dt3. (35)
The integral over t2 can be evaluated (Appendix D), giving
P(IX, IY , IZ) = (−1)
n(IXIY )
(n−1)/2
2(n − 1)!
∫ ∞
−∞
exp (i(bIX/d + cIY /d − t3IZ))
den−1
× In−1
(
2e
√
IXIY /d
)
dt3, (36)
where
e = √ad − bc. (37)
Note that the result of (36) is independent of the sign of the square root in (37). The integral
in (36) appears difﬁcult to evaluate since a, b, c, d and e are all functions of t3. Hence the
joint density can be given in the series form of (17) and (19) or as the single integral in (36).
Note that the characteristic function and therefore the joint density is parameterized by the
seven parameters X, Y , Z , c2XYA +c2XYC, c2XZA +c2XZC, c2YZA +c2YZC and T. Expanding
the characteristic function (31) allows these parameters to be related to moments of the
distribution as below.
E[IX] = 2n2X,
E[IY ] = 2n2Y ,
E[IZ] = 2n2Z,
(38)
Cov
⎛
⎝ IXIY
IZ
⎞
⎠ = 4n
⎡
⎣ 4X c2XYA + c2XYC c2XZA + c2XZCc2XYA + c2XYC 4Y c2YZA + c2YZC
c2XZA + c2XZC c2YZA + c2YZC 4Z
⎤
⎦ . (39)
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The third-order central moment is also obtained as E[(IX − E[IX])(IY − E[IY ])
(IZ −E[IZ])] = 16nT . Hence the seven parameters deﬁning the distribution can be related
to ﬁrst-, second- and third-order joint moments.
5. Simulations
A number of simulations were performed to investigate the form of the density given by
(17) and (19), and to validate these expressions.
The density was calculated using (17) and (19) for three values of n and for three sets of
values of the covariance matrix, and the results plotted in Fig. 1. For the range of parameters
considered (see caption of Fig. 1), 20 terms in the summations in (17) and (19)were sufﬁcient
for good accuracy. More terms are needed for larger values of IX, IY or IZ , but the density
falls to small values for these cases. Since the mean value of the distribution moves to larger
values for larger n, more terms will be needed in the summations here. Inspection of Fig. 1
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Fig. 1. The PDF as a function of IX with IY = IZ = 1, X = Y = Z = 1 and
cXYA = cXYC = cXZA = cXZC = cYZA = cYZC = 
. (a) For n ∈ {1, 2, 4} (scaled by 1, 5 and 2000,
respectively, for better comparison) and with 
 = 0.1 (top), 
 = 0.3 (middle) and 
 = 0.4 (bottom). (b) For

 ∈ {0.1, 0.3, 0.4} and with n = 1 (top), n = 2 (middle) and n = 4 (bottom).
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Fig. 2. Histograms of the simulated data and the analytic density P(IX, IY , IZ) for (a) n = 1, IY = 0.16 and
IZ = 0.16, and (b) n = 3, IY = 0.20 and IZ = 0.27.
shows typical 2-type behavior, although the details are somewhat complicated, depending
on the cut through the three-dimensional space.
The expressions in (17) and (19) were validated by generating a large number of random
numbers drawn from the exact distribution, calculating histograms and comparing themwith
the density function calculated using (17) and (19). Results are presented in Figs. 2 and 3 and
Table 1. Covariancematrix elements were estimated from an actual polarimetric SAR image
and the values are listed in Table 1. Using these parameters, a data set comprising three
pairs of real and imaginary parts as samples from a six-dimensional Gaussian distribution
was created. Samples of IX, IY and IZ were formed from these for a given value of n.
The 108 samples generated were then binned into a three-dimensional histogram. Two one-
dimensional cuts through the histogram are shown in Fig. 2. A two-dimensional slice of
the histogram is shown in Fig. 3(b). For comparison, the PDF was calculated from the
expressions in (17) and (19) for the same covariance values. In Fig. 2 the PDF is plotted
against IX for (a) n = 1 and (b) n = 3. The curves can be seen to closely match the
histograms. Likewise the two-dimensional plot of the PDF shown in Fig. 3(a) matches well
the histogram plot in Fig. 3(b).
6. Conclusion
A closed-form expression for the joint density of a trivariate 2 distribution has been
derived. The expression is in the form of an inﬁnite series that converges rapidly and is
convenient and fast to compute. The computationally convenient expression means that
the PDF can be practically applied where multiple evaluations are required in, for exam-
ple, computation of ML or MAP estimates in image processing applications. The density
function reduces to known forms for three special cases. The characteristic function was
derived and used to develop a second expression for the density function, although this is
not as convenient for numerical computation as the ﬁrst expression. Using the characteristic
function, expressions were derived that allowed the parameters of the density function to
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Fig. 3. The analytic PDF P(IX, IY , IZ) for IZ = 0.16 and n = 3 (top) and the corresponding histogram from
simulated data using 108 samples (bottom).
Table 1
Covariances used in the simulations
Covariance Value
2
X
0.0530
2
Y
0.0400
2
Z
0.0353
cXYA −0.0007
cXYC 0.0004
cXZA 0.0077
cXZC 0.0001
cYZA 0.0017
cYZC 0.0011
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be related to joint moments of the trivariate vector. Comparison of the calculated density
with histograms generated from random variables with the appropriate correlation structure
show excellent agreement.
Appendix A. The X integral in (11)
Using the deﬁnition of Wj and (3) shows that
WTj C−1Wj = a1(X2Rj + X2Ij ) + b1(Y 2Rj + Y 2Ij )
+ c1(Z2Rj + Z2Ij ) + XRj (a2YRj + a3YIj
+ c2ZRj + c3ZIj + a2YRj + a3YIj + c2ZRj
+ c3ZIj ) + XIj (−a3YRj + a2YIj − c3ZRj
+ c2ZIj − a3YRj + a2YIj − c3ZRj + c2ZIj )
+ 2b2YIjZIj + 2b2YRjZRj + 2b3YRjZIj
− 2b3YIjZRj . (40)
The argument of the exponential function in (11) can now be expressed in the form
− 12
n∑
j=1
WTj C−1Wj =− 12 (a1A2X + b1A2Y + c1A2Z − 2V · X − 2T · Y), (41)
where V is deﬁned in (13) and
T = −b2Z − b3Z+. (42)
Since T is independent of X, (11) can be written as
P(AX,AY ,AZ) = [(2)6 |C|]−n/2 exp (− 12 (a1A2X + b1A2Y + c1A2Z))
×
∫
|Z|=AZ
∫
|Y|=AY
exp (T · Y)
×
∫
|X|=AX
exp (V · X) dX dY dZ. (43)
Substituting the result (eg. [18])∫
|X|=AX
exp (V · X) dX = (2AX)n |V|−n+1 In−1(|V|AX) (44)
into (43) gives (12).
Appendix B. The Y integral in (12) for n > 1
The Y integral in (12) is
I1 =
∫
|Y|=AY
exp ((−b2Z − b3Z+) · Y) |V|−n+1 In−1(|V|AX) dY. (45)
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We evaluate this integral by making use of a result of [18] for the integral
I2 =
∫
|Y|=AY
exp ((E12A + E22B) · Y) |V|−n+1 In−1(|V|AX) dY, (46)
where n > 1 and the vectors A, B, Y and V and the constant E12 is subject to the restriction
V = E11A + E12B − E12Y, (47)
where E11 is an arbitrary parameter, and AX > 0. They showed that
I2 = (2)
n2n−1(n − 1)AY
(E1212)n−1An−1X
∞∑
k=n−1
k (−1)k−n+1
×Cn−1k−n+1(cos )Ik(E12AXAY )Ik(1AX)Ik(2AY ), (48)
where 1 = |E11A+E12B|, 2 = |E12A+E22B| and  is the angle between the vectors
E11A + E12B and E12A + E22B. Note that A and B do not appear in (48).
To show that we can use the result (48) in our case we proceed as follows. Matching (45)
and (46), and using (13) gives
E12A + E22B = −b2Z − b3Z+ = T (49)
and using (13), (47) becomes
V = E11A + E12B − E12Y = −a2Y − a3Y+ − c2Z − c3Z+. (50)
Eqs. (49) and (50) provide two linear equations for A and B so that it is possible to solve
for A and B. Therefore, (46) has the same structure as (45), and (48) can be used to evaluate
(45). We now evaluate the parameters in (48).
Using (49), substituting for Z+ from (13), and using the deﬁnitions of d2 and AZ from
(7) and (10), respectively, shows that
22 = |E12A + E22B|2 =
∣∣−b2Z − b3Z+∣∣2 = d22A2Z. (51)
From (47)
|V|2 = E212A2Y + 21 − 2E12(E11A + E12B) · Y. (52)
Using the right hand side of (50), and substituting from (10) and (13), allows |V|2 to be also
written in the form
|V|2 = d21A2Y + d23A2Z + U · Y, (53)
where
U = 2((a2c2 + a3c3)Z + (a2c3 − a3c2)Z+). (54)
It follows from (52) and (53) that E12 = d1 and 1 = d3AZ . From the deﬁnition of , cos 
is given by
cos  = (E11A + E12B) · (E12A + E22B)|E11A + E12B||E12A + E22B| . (55)
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Comparison of Eqs. (52) and (53) shows that U = −2E12(E11A+E12B), and substituting
into (55) and using (49) gives
cos  = −U · T|U||T| . (56)
Using (49) and (54) gives
cos  = −2d4A
2
Z
−2d1d2d3A2Z
= d4
d1d2d3
, (57)
which is (15). Substituting the above expressions for E12, 1 and 2 into (48) allows (45)
to be evaluated as
I1 = (2)
n2n−1(n − 1)AY
(d1d2d3)n−1An−1X A
2n−2
Z
×
∞∑
k=n−1
k(−1)k−n+1Cn−1k−n+1(cos )Ik(d1AXAY )
× Ik(d2AYAZ)Ik(d3AXAZ), (58)
and substituting into (12) gives (14).
Appendix C. The Y integral in (12) for n = 1
For the case n = 1, Y has only two components and the integral over Y in (12) is over
a circle rather than over a 2n-dimensional sphere. The derivation in Appendix B does not
then apply, and this case is evaluated here. The Y integral in (12) for the case n = 1 is
I =
∫
|Y|=AY
exp ((−b2Z − b3Z+) · Y)I0(|V|AX) dY. (59)
Using (49) and (53) allows the integral to be written in the form
I =
∫
|Y|=AY
exp (T · Y)
× I0
(√
d21A
2
XA
2
Y + d23A2XA2Z + A2XU · Y
)
dY. (60)
The integral is in the plane and we deﬁne the angles ,  and  in this plane by
Y = [YR1, YI1]T = [AY cos , AY sin ]T with |Y| = AY ,
U = [|U| cos, |U| sin]T , (61)
T = [|T| cos, |T| sin]T .
From (49) and (51) we have |T| = 2 = d2AZ , and using the deﬁnitions of Z and Z+
shows that |U| = 2d1d3AZ . Therefore,
U · Y = −2d1d3AYAZ cos(− ),
T · Y = d2AYAZ cos(− ). (62)
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Using Graf’s addition theorem [1, p. 363] for the Bessel function J0(·) shows that
I0
(√
u2 + v2 − 2uv cos 
)
=
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)kIk(u)Ik(v) cos k. (63)
Making the substitutions u = d1AXAY , v = d3AXAZ and  =  −  in (63), using (62),
and interchanging the order of summation and integration in (60), shows that
I = AY
∞∑
k=−∞
(−1)kIk(d1AXAY )Ik(d3AXAZ)
×
∫ 2
0
exp (d2AYAZ cos (− )) cos (k(− )) d. (64)
The integral is evaluated using the integral form of the modiﬁed Bessel function [1, p. 360]
giving
I = 2AY [I0(d1AXAY )I0(d2AYAZ)I0(d3AXAZ)
+ 2
∞∑
k=1
cos (k(− ))Ik(d1AXAY )Ik(d2AYAZ)
× Ik(d3AXAZ)] . (65)
Noting that  −  is the angle between U and T,  −  = , and using (65) in (12) leads
to (18).
Appendix D. The t2 integral in (35)
The integral over t2 in (35) is
I =
∫ ∞
−∞
exp (i((a + bt2)IX/(c + dt2) − t2IY ))
(c + dt2)n dt2, (66)
which can be rewritten in the form
I = exp
(
iIX
b
d
)∫ ∞
−∞
exp (−iIY t2) exp (i((a − bc/d)IX/(c + dt2)))
(c + dt2)n dt2. (67)
Since the argument of the third exponential is bounded, it can be expanded as a power series
to give
I = exp
(
iIX
b
d
)∫ ∞
−∞
exp (−iIY t2)
∞∑
k=0
(i(a − bc/d)IX)k
k!(c + dt2)n+k dt2. (68)
Interchanging the order of integration and summation in (68) gives
I = exp
(
iIX
b
d
) ∞∑
k=0
(i(a − bc/d)IX)k
k!
∫ ∞
−∞
exp (−iIY t2)
(c + dt2)n+k dt2, (69)
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and the integral can be evaluated [6, p. 365] (see also Appendix E) to give
I = −i2
d
(−iIY
d
)n−1
exp
(
i
(
IX
b
d
+ IY c
d
))
×
∞∑
k=0
((ad − bc)IXIY /d2)k
k!(n + k − 1)! . (70)
The inﬁnite sum can be equated to a Bessel function [1, p. 375] to give
I = −i2
d
(−iIY
d
)n−1
exp
(
i
(
IX
b
d
+ IY c
d
))
×
(√
(ad − bc)IXIY /d
)1−n
In−1
(
2
√
(ad − bc)IXIY /d
)
. (71)
Substituting this result into (35) gives (36).
Appendix E. Conditions for the validity of (35) and (36)
In this Appendix we derive numerical checks on the validity of (35). We conjecture that
(35) is always valid, but this seems rather awkward to prove. Instead we give checks on the
parameter values which are required for (35) to hold. We also prove that (36) always holds.
The condition for the evaluation of
∫∞
−∞ e
−it1IX (+ 	t1)−ndt1 used, and hence for (35) to
hold, is that
Re(−i	∗) > 0. (72)
Expanding 	∗ using (33) gives the condition (72) in the form
c1t
2
2 t
2
3 + c2t22 + c3t23 + c4t2t3 + c5 > 0 (73)
where
c1 = 32(2Xc4YZA + 4Xc2YZC + 2Zc2YZAc2XYA + 2Zc2XYCc2YZA + 2Zc2XYAc2YZC
+2Zc2XYCc2YZC + 2Y c2XZAc2YZA + 2Y c2XZCc2YZA
+2Y c2XZAc2YZC + 2Y c2XZCc2YZC + 22Xc2YZAc2YZC)
+322Y2Z(2X2Y2Z − 2Z(c2XYA + c2XYC) − 2Y (c2XZA + c2XZC))
−642X2Y2Z(c2YZA + c2YZC) + 64T (2Y2Z − c2YZA − c2YZC),
c2 = 82Y (2X2Y − c2XYA − c2XYC),
c3 = 82Z(2X2Z − c2XZA − c2XZC),
c4 = 16(sX2c2YZA + sX2c2YZC − T ),
c5 = 22X,
(74)
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and we note that c2 > 0, c3 > 0 and c5 > 0. Treating (73) as a quadratic in t2 we clearly
require c1 > 0 and also the quadratic must have no real roots. Hence
(c4t2)
2 − 4(c1t23 + c2)((c3t23 + c5) < 0 (75)
is necessary. Eq. (75) is a quadratic in t23 and it is easily shown that (75) holds if either
c24 − 4c1c5 − 4c2c3 < 0 (76)
or
(c24 − 4c1c5 − 4c2c3)2 − 64c1c2c3c5 < 0 (77)
holds. To summarize, (35) holds if c1 > 0 and either (76) or (77) holds.
Similarly, for (36) to hold, we require that Re(−icd∗) > 0. Expanding cd∗ using the
deﬁnitions of c and d gives Re(−icd∗) = c6 + c7t23 where c6 > 0 and c7 > 0. Hence (36)
always holds.
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